Make your reservation now!

Friday, June 23 and Saturday, June 24
Reception 6:00 pm. Performance 7:00 pm.
The Ticket price of $60 includes catered appetizers by El Gato Azul, local
beer, wine, coffee and dessert.

Special "Afternoon Tea" Performance
Saturday, June 17, Reception 4:00 pm. Performance 5:00 pm.
Ticket price of $60 includes an afternoon tea service catered by El Gato Azul,
including finger sandwiches, savories, tea scones and sweets accompanied
by
a selection of fine, freshly brewed teas.

A Fresh Spin on a Beloved Classic Tale
To what extremes will men go to win a suitable wife? For
more than 500 years Shakespeare's The Taming of the
Shrew has remained an audience favorite for its broad
characterizations and onstage antics.
This summer,Laark Productions brings a fresh spin
to this class-conscious comedy, setting it in the strict
social order of the Edwardian Age. Relationships
between masters and servants, parents and children,
and husbands and wives are turned topsy-turvey.
Disguises are assumed, clothes are torn, food is
thrown, swords are drawn and the social structure is
stretched to its limits in this madcap comedy of manners
and marriage.

A Special "Afternoon Tea" Performance "In the Gardens"

The premiere performance
of The Taming of the Shrew
will begin in the Discovery
Gardens with a full
afternoon tea service. The
menu, catered by El Gato
Azul, includes finger
sandwiches, savories, tea
scones and sweets
accompanied by a selection
of fine, freshly brewed teas.
Attendees are encouraged to
arrive in fancy dress and stroll
the garden paths before joining the cast for the buffet tea service beginning at 4
pm in the shade of the tall pines. The show will begin in the garden Ramada
and conclude in the Kawanis Amphitheater.

Make your reservation now!

Shakespeare in the Pines is catered by El Gato Azul and
includes tapas and adult beverages for the evening performances and a full
afternoon tea service for Shakespeare in the Gardens.

A Special Thank You To Our Sponsors

